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STOP BURNING FOSSIL FUELS

Vehicles up 100% electric, zero emissions,
by Madrid.

Ricardo Fraguas Poole

In Madrid, the departure of users zero emissions vehicles adds to the global clamor for curbing abusive and
massive burning of fossil fuels.

An abundant sample of 100% electric vehicles accessible in the Spanish market have gathered in Madrid in concentration and
march organized by the Madrid Association of Electric Vehicles, AMVE occasion of global expressions in defense of life on Planet
, PEOPLE'S CLIMATE MARCH

Owners of vehicles 100% electric, zero emissions and sustainable mobility friends have joined the expression of the need to
embrace more rational ways to generate and use energy.

In this celebration of sustainability, we found friendly faces. Luis Valerio responsible for zero emission vehicles of the brand that
continues to offer the widest range of electric vehicles, Renault ZE "The change is unstoppable. Many people are adhering to the
use of zero emission vehicle. The volume of orders is increasing exponentially and I think this has just begun. " "The addition of
other brands to offer electric vehicles is good news and good for all. The customer begins to realize that he is serious and
deserves joy as we see here today.

We met Roberto San José, the pioneer who uses a vehículo100% electric for public passenger transport service. So far the only
driver in Spain with 100% electric zero vehicle emissions. It comes from Valladolid and makes zero euros after making a free
recharge your Nissan LEAF in Arevalo. "I am delighted with the experience and do not stop to encourage my colleagues to join
using vehicles like mine. Savings in maintenance and fuel, driving pleasure and freedom from contamination, are worth it. "Robert
does not hide that he has his eye and nothing more and nothing less than the Tesla Model S." Tesla If you okay, I gladly put to the
test as a taxi, "he says half joking and half serious. On this feast of sustainable mobility Roberto has seen up close the Model S
Gemell our friend Mark who commented on its performance and the success that is giving as taxi zero emissions in several
European countries. We could see Miguel Angel Alonso and his wife Cristina owners of other LEAF to welcome the birth of your
precious baby is now accompanied them. "So far it has only traveled in zero-emission electric car!"

Renault manager Majadahonda Agustín Montejo, and convinced believer and sustainable mobility also joined the party with his
family aboard a Renault ZOE. "It's difficult transition for the business but we have no choice but to move forward, no turning back."
Juan Luis "Chispi" and his family with his new blue LEAF participants gave us some beautiful pictures of their daughters that you
see below.

The director, Luis Navarrete, one of the first owners of LEAF in Spain that keeps alive his project of returning to Spain zero
emissions.

We could enjoy some scoop as the Kia Soul Power, very nice and very pleasant driving. We'll prove it more in depth. Autofácil's
friends were kind enough to make a first contact.

We also tried the design electric scooters and Spanish manufacture. There are a scooter are XKUTY. Frankly beautiful and fun.

http://hhttp//peoplesclimate.org
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Friends of forums Twizy, Zoe and Fluence came with their vehicles and we noted the good results are giving vegetables and great
deals that begins to see in the pre-owned market.

Javier Blanco AMVE president and organizer of the event was really satisfied. "It was wonderful, we have given shows that zero-
emission mobility possible, is a reality." 
It was agreed among the participants meet again in Soham coffee, within two weeks, to review the developments of electric
mobility while performing a special live program RADIO ZERO EMISSION. The October 2nd at 20:00. You are all invited. See you
there. Until then, they bear a healthy and sustainable life.


